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IMPLICIT FILTERING 2Fig. 1.1. Power Added E�ciency
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The problem considered in x 2.1 has large amplitude \spikes" away from the mini-mum. Implicit �ltering successfully avoided these spikes, as it did in the work reportedin [18], [19], [22], and [23], where some of the problems considered in those papers alsohad such features.Implicit �ltering is a variant of the gradient projection algorithm [1] in which gra-dients are approximated by �nite di�erences. The stepsize in the �nite di�erence isreduced as the iteration progresses. In this way we hope to \step over" local minima,high frequency e�ects, or even low amplitude discontinuities. We called the algorithm\implicit �ltering" in [7] and [9] because the changing step size in the �nite di�erenceapproximation of the gradient implicitly �lters out high frequency terms in the objectivefunction.The implicit �ltering algorithm as implemented in [7], [9], [18], [19], [22], and [23]was designed for general bound constrained problems. We consider the constrainedminimization problem of minimizing a function f on a box in RN
 = fx 2 RN j � li � xi � ui; for 1 � i � N g:(1.1)Here xi denotes the ith component of a vector x 2 RN and l and u are the vectors oflower and upper bounds. Following [9] we denote the projection onto 
 by P whereP(x)i = 8><>: ui; xi > uixi; li � xi � uili; xi < li:We denote by rhf a �nite di�erence approximate gradient of the objective func-tion. For example, forward or centered di�erences, computed with step length h, mightbe used. Implicit �ltering begins with a di�erence form of the gradient projection



IMPLICIT FILTERING 3algorithm. In the speci�cation of Algorithm projgrad, we use the notationx(�; h; f) = P(x� �rhf):(1.2)Algorithm 1.1. Algorithm projgrad(f;x; h;��; ��; �)1. k = 02. Compute rhf .(a) If kx� x(1; h; f)k � ��h, terminate successfully.3. Set � = 1.4. (a) If � < �� = ��j, terminate unsuccessfully.(b) Compute f(x(�; h; f)).(c) If f(x)� f(x(�; h; f)) � �kx� x(�; h; f)k2�set x = x(�; h; f); k = k + 1 and go to step 2.(d) � = ��In Algorithm projgrad the parameters � and � are the standard Armijo rule step-size control parameters [1], [3], [17]. �� = ��j both safeguards against the case in whichrhf is not a descent direction for f and keeps the number of stepsize reductions boundedby �j. This limit on the number of stepsize reductions means that the line search can failand projgrad can terminate unsuccessfully. This does not mean that we have failed to�nd an acceptable solution, however, as the analysis below will indicate. We terminateprojgrad successfully when the current point x and the projection of x�rhf on thefeasible region di�er by a multiple of h. The choice of this multiple, �� , will be consideredlater.Implicit �ltering consists of repeated calls to projgrad with a decreasing, �nitesequence of di�erence steps fhigmi=1, called scales in [7] and [9].Algorithm 1.2. Algorithm imfilter(f;x; fhig; �� ; ��; �)� for i = 1; : : :mcall projgrad(f; x;hi; �� ; ��; �)The role of the scale, like the temperature in an annealing algorithm, the simplexsize in the pattern search algorithms [16], [20], [21], the time step in the explicit �lteringalgorithm in [10], or the adaptivity parameter in [12], controls the resolution of theoptimization. When far from the optimal point, coarse resolution enables one to avoidthe nearby high frequency e�ects and search for a better point far from the currentpoint. This heuristic, of course, can be defeated by a su�ciently pathological objectivefunction. The goal in [9] was to characterize objective functions that could be e�ectivelyminimized by such an approach.In [7] and [9], model problems of the form f = �f+�, where �f was a simple functionwith a global minimum x� and � was a small perturbation, were considered. Condi-tions were given on the parameters �� ; ��, and � for successful termination of projgrad.Successful termination, in turn, implies that x � x� = O(h). This is the key step, asthe terminal iterate from projgrad for a given scale h is the initial iterate for the next



IMPLICIT FILTERING 4(and smaller) scale. In this paper, we relax the requirement that projgrad terminatesuccessfully in step 2a and allow for failure of the line search in step 4a. We then try toshow that kx�x�k = O(h). One bene�t of this approach, in a sense a \backward" formof the analysis in [7] and [9], is that one could apply it to any algorithm that evaluatesf on a pattern of points arranged in some way about the current point. For instance,one could ask how a pattern search method with a �xed simplex size would performwhen given an objective function of the form (1.3).For this paper we consider the simple one dimensional functionf(x) =Mx2=2 + �(x)(1.3)with M > 0 and the perturbation j�(x)j � �.We will consider only the unconstrained problem and use forward di�erences.With forward di�erences, for a given h and x,rhf(x) =Mx+Mh=2 +rh�(x):If � were known, then the optimal choice of h would be h � p�. If h were much smallerthan p�, rhf(x) would provide no useful information about f and projgrad could failcompletely. We show that if h � p� and the algorithmic parameter �� is su�cientlylarge, then projgrad will terminate with x = O(h), even if the termination is causedby failure in the line search.Proposition 1.1. Let f(x) be given by (1.3) with M > 0 and j�(x)j � �. Assumethat h � p�; 1� 2(2� +M ��) > 0; and �� > 4 +M:(1.4)Then projgrad terminates with x = O(h=M).Proof. We begin by remarking that if the line search always succeeds, then it iswell known that the iteration will terminate successfully. Hence projgrad will not loopinde�nitely and the only termination modes are success, step 2a, or failure of the linesearch, step 4a.We let the parameters (�� ; ��; �; �) in projgrad be given, with �� satisfying (1.4). Ifprojgrad terminates on entry in step 2a thenM jxj � ��h+Mh=2 + 2�=h:(1.5)If � were known, then the optimal choice of h would be h � p�. If h � p� then (1.5)implies jxj � (�� +M=2 + 2)h=M:(1.6)Hence termination of projgrad on entry would indicate that the minimum had beenidenti�ed as accurately as possible, given the scale h and the curvature M .Since we consider an unconstrained problem,x� x(��; h; f) = ��rhf(x):(1.7)



IMPLICIT FILTERING 5Unsuccessful termination of projgrad means that projgrad did not terminate instep 2a. In this case��h < jrhf(x)j �M jxj+Mh=2 + 2�=h �M jxj+ (M=2 + 2)h:(1.8)By (1.4), �� > M + 4, and we can conclude from (1.8) thatjxj � C1h=M � (1=2 + 2=M)h;(1.9)where C1 = (�� �M=2 � 2) �M=2 + 2. Therefore, by (1.9),M jxj �Mh=2 � 2h � jrhf(x)j = jM(x+ h=2) +rh�j�M jxj+Mh=2 + 2h � 2M jxj:(1.10)The line search will certainly fail if xrhf(x) < 0. This cannot happen because (1.10)implies thatxrhf(x) �Mx2 �M jxjh=2 � 2hjxj � jxj(C1 �M=2 � 2)h > 0:(1.11)Note that (1.11) depends on (1.10) which in turn depends on the fact, expressed in(1.8), that projgrad did not terminate in step 2a.Failure of the line search in step 4a meansf(x)� f(x(��; h; f)) < �jx� x(��; h; f)j2=��:(1.12)By (1.7),f(x)� f(x(��; h; f)) = M2 fx2 � [x� ��rhf(x)]2g+ �(x)� �(x� ��rhf(x))�Mfx2 � [x� ��rhf(x)]2g=2� 2�=M [x��rhf(x)� ��2rhf(x)2=2] � 2�:Hence, the line search fails only ifM [x��rhf(x) ���2rhf(x)2=2] � 2�� f(x)� f(x(��; h; f)) < �jx� x(��; h; f)j2=��= ���rhf(x)2:(1.13)Recalling our assumption that �� > 4+M and hence xrhf(x) � 0, and using (1.10),we see that equation (1.13) impliesM jxj(M jxj �Mh=2 � 2h) �M jxjjrhf(x)j � (� +M ��=2)rhf(x)2 + 2�=��:(1.14)By (1.10), (1.14) impliesM2jxj2 �M(M=2 + 2)jxjh � (2� +M ��)2M2x2 + 2�=��:



IMPLICIT FILTERING 6Therefore the line search fails only ifx2 � (M=2 + 2)jxjh+ 2�=(M ��)M [1 � 2(2� +M ��)] :(1.15)Since h � p�, we may write (1.15) asx2 � C2max hjxjM ; h2��M2!(1.16)where C2 = M=2 + 41 � 2(2� +M ��):C2 > 0 by (1.4). By (1.9), h=(M jxj) � 1=C1and hence jxj � C2max[1; 1=(��C1)]h=M(1.17)which completes the proof.In this analysis of the failure modes of projgrad we assumed that h � p�, i. e. his large enough to avoid numerical di�erentiation of the noise term �. Repeated failuresof projgrad at a sequence of scales may well indicate that one has reduced h too much.Note that for both successful and unsuccessful termination the curvature M playsan important role and that for small curvature h and � must be small if projgrad will�nd a useful solution. Unsuccessful termination indicates that no further progress ispossible with the current value of the scale h and that a reduction of the scale is neededfor further progress.In [7] and [9] we proposed restarting imfilter until each call to projgrad left xunchanged, because if each call to projgrad terminates successfully with a solution x,there is no guarantee that a second call to imfilter would leave x invariant since �could change the output from the early calls to projgrad. In practice, we have neverfound that restarting after convergence changed x, but restarting was necessary for thetheory in [7] and [9]. The analysis here for problems of the form (1.3), however, showsthat x = O(hm+ �=hm) after imfilter terminates. Hence restarts are not necessary inthis case.The idea of the analysis here is that the essential properties of any objective functionf for algorithms like implicit �ltering are curvature M and the size of the perturbation�. We believe that the analysis above can be generalized in several ways. While here weconsidered a one-dimensional model problem and did not take constraints into account,such an extension can be done directly. Dependence of � on x � x� would add somecomplexity, but could be incorporated into the analysis in a way similar to that in [9].With h playing the role of simplex size, a similar analysis could be done for patternsearch methods. We will explore these extensions in future work.



IMPLICIT FILTERING 72. Applications. In this section we discuss two applications to illustrate that thestructure we discussed in x 1 does indeed arise in practice. The full details of theapplications have been or will be presented elsewhere. We also refer the reader to [18],[19], [22], and [23] for more discussion of applications.2.1. Optimization of Petrov-Galerkin Coe�cients. Petrov-Galerkin meth-ods are �nite element methods that use test functions of a higher order than the ba-sis functions. We consider some recent results from [13] and [14] in which Petrov-Galerkin methods are applied to advective-dominated transport problems. The goalof the method, in which piecewise linear basis functions are used with piecewise cubictest functions, is to reduce the distortion of fronts associated with typical upstreamweighting formulations.We consider the advective-dispersive equation in one space dimension@C@t = Dx@2C@x2 � vx@C@x(2.1)where C is the solute concentration, Dx is the longitudinal hydrodynamic dispersioncoe�cient, and vx is the mean solute pore velocity in the x direction. Dirichlet-Neumannboundary conditions are imposed.Letting f�ig denote the standard �nite element basis of \hat functions" centeredat node xi, consider test functions of the form i = �i + �M2i + �M3iwhere M2i and M3i are appropriate scalings and translates of the functionsM2(x) = 8><>: �3x(x+ 1); �1 � x � 03x(x� 1); 0 � x � 1and M3(x) = 8><>: 5x(2x + 1)(x+ 1)=2; �1 � x � 05x(2x � 1)(x � 1)=2; 0 � x � 1which are de�ned on [�1; 1]. The nonsymmetry of the test functions makes this schemean upstream method.We considered test problems with initial conditions corresponding to a Gaussiansource having standard deviation SD. These problems have known analytic solutions.For given spatial mesh width �x and time step �t we seek to minimize the error as afunction of the Courant number,Cr = vx�t=�x; the Peclet number, Pe = vx�x=Dx;and the dimensionless standard deviation of the source, ��x = SD=�x. As reported in[13], the use of Taylor series analysis to eliminate the lowest order terms in the expansionof truncation error in powers of �x did not lead to the minimal error. Moreover, thee�ects of the higher order terms increased with ��x. It was also found that the optimal



IMPLICIT FILTERING 8� and � were time dependent. In [13] this time dependence was incorporated into �and � by allowing them to depend on C in the spatial interval [xi; xi+1] through therelations � = �0 + �1 Ci+1 � CimaxfjCi+1j; jCijg and � = �0 + �1 Ci+1 � CimaxfjCi+1j; jCijg :� and � are time dependent because C is.Hence, the minimization problem to be solved is to �nd the values of �0, �1, �0,and �1 that minimize the error for �xed values of Cr, Pe, and ��x. In [13] a Levenberg-Marquardt code was used. In this report we compare the results of implicit �lteringwith the results of the Levenberg-Marquardt code. In many cases, the Levenberg-Marquardt iteration found local minima that were dependent on the initial iterate andfar from optimal. We report on one such case here. In all cases, the initial iteratewas the zero vector. In Figure 2.1 we compare the analytic solution and the solutionsfound with the Levenberg-Marquardt code and implicit �ltering (using a C-languageimplementation of the IFFCO code from [7] and [8]). The Levenberg-Marquardt resultis poor and corresponds to a local minimum. The optimal point, as computed withLevenberg-Marquardt, was(�0; �0; �1; �1) = (0:43;�0:265; 1:03; 1:16)with an objective function value of 77:7. The optimal point, computed with implicit�ltering, was (�0; �0; �1; �1) = (0:0249; 0:230; 1:36; 0:00191)with an objective function value of 0:962.We can examine the graph of the objective function in a neighborhood of the ter-minal points for both the implicit �ltering and Levenberg-Marquardt iterations. InFigure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, we plot the error as a function of �0 and �0, varying themabout the terminal point. In Figure 2.4 and �gure 2.5 we do the same for �1 and�1. The smooth graph near the implicit �ltering solution and the spikes near theLevenberg-Marquardt solution are indicative of the type of problem that implicit �lter-ing is intended to solve.



IMPLICIT FILTERING 9Fig. 2.1. Comparison of Errors
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IMPLICIT FILTERING 10Fig. 2.2. Error surface near Levenberg-Marquardt solution
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IMPLICIT FILTERING 11Fig. 2.3. Error surface near implicit �ltering solution
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IMPLICIT FILTERING 12Fig. 2.4. Error surface near Levenberg-Marquardt solution
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IMPLICIT FILTERING 13Fig. 2.5. Error surface near implicit �ltering solution
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IMPLICIT FILTERING 142.2. Design of High-Field Magnets. This subsection describes how IFFCO,the FORTAN implementation of implicit �ltering, [7], [8] is being used for the design ofhigh-�eld pulsed magnets at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL).Pulsed magnets are multi-layer solenoids. Each layer of the magnet consists of a sublayerof conductor and a sublayer of reinforcement. The sublayer of conductor is made upof tightly wound insulated conducting wire. The internal reinforcement is made bywinding glass or carbon �bers around the conductor sublayer. The magnet is usuallysurrounded by a shell of some strong sti� material, such as steel or carbon �ber. Thepulse of magnetic �eld is created by discharging a capacitor in series with the magnet.The magnet is often in parallel with a crowbar resistor, which helps absorb energy inthe circuit after the magnet reaches peak �eld.The object of the pulsed magnet design optimization project at NHMFL is to �nda design that obtains the highest possible �eld for a given energy and capacitance. Themost common cause of magnet destruction is mechanical failure due to stresses withinthe coil created by the Lorentz forces F .F = Î � B̂(2.2)In (2.2), Î represents the current and B̂ represents the �eld. The axial componentof the �eld interacts with the current to create a radial body force in the conductor.This radial force tends to displace the conductor outward against the following layersof the magnet. The radial component of the �eld interacts with the current to createan axially directed force, which tends to displace the windings towards the midplane ofthe magnet [15]. Mechanical failure occurs when the total stress in the reinforcementexceeds the ultimate stress of the reinforcement material, or when the strain in theconductor exceeds the maximumstrain of the conductor material. Even if the conductoritself does not fail, excessive conductor strain may damage the insulation, leading toelectrical failure of the magnet. Much of the energy in the magnet is dissipated as Jouleheat. Excessive heat is a frequent cause of insulation failure.2.2.1. Pulsed Magnet Modeling. The NHMFL pulsed magnet design optimiza-tion package consists of three codes: IFFCO; LHEAT, a code for analyzing the temper-ature and electro-magnetic behavior of the magnet; and CYCLE, a code for calculatingthe stress and strain in the magnet at peak �eld. LHEAT and CYCLE use closed formexpressions for the equations that they solve. LHEAT uses the general solution to thecircuit equation (2.3) d2Idt2 + �L+RRcCRcCL � dIdt + R +RcRcCL I = 0;(2.3)along with temperature and resistance calculations at a sequence of time steps throughthe current pulse, to calculate magnet performance. In (2.3), I represents the current,L the magnet inductance, Rc the crowbar resistance, and R the AC magnet resistancetaking into consideration eddy currents and magneto resistance [5].CYCLE calculates the stress and strain in the magnet by solving the coupled alge-braic di�erential equations given by equations (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) at a sequence of



IMPLICIT FILTERING 15load increments until the peak load is reached.0B@ ���r�z 1CA = 0BB@ ��E� ��r� �rEr �z� �zEz���r ��E� �rEr ��zr �zEz���z ��E� ��rz �rEr �zEz 1CCA0B@ ���r�z 1CA :(2.4)In (2.4), each � represents a component of strain, each � a component of stress, eachE a component of the modulus of elasticity, and each � a component of Poisson's ratio[11]. �� = ur �r = dudr :(2.5)In (2.5), u indicates the radial displacement of the material.ddr (r�r)� �� + rJBz = 0 :(2.6)In (2.6), J indicates the current density, and Bz indicates the component of the magnetic�eld in the axial direction.2.2.2. Pulsed Magnet Optimization. As mentioned earlier, the goal in pulsedmagnet optimization is to maximize the magnetic �eld at the center of the magnet.Because IFFCO is designed for minimization problems, the objective function for thepulsed magnet problem is �B(r = 0; z = 0). The physical constraints imposed bythe temperature and the Lorentz forces give rise to mathematical constraints in theformulation of the minimization problem. The physical constraints and the number ofnonlinear constraints each causes are listed below; we also provide typical upper andlower bounds for the constraints.� The conductor cannot strain beyond a certain percentage, depending on thematerial. Values for this percentage vary between 30:0% for copper to 3:0% forcopper silver. For an n-layer magnet this leads to n nonlinear constraints.� The von Mises stress in the reinforcement cannot exceed the ultimate stressfor the material. Values range from 1:0GPa for steel to 4:5GPa for glass �ber.This leads to n nonlinear constraints.� The radial stress in the conductor cannot exceed the ultimate stress for thematerial. Values range from 0:3GPa for copper to 1:0GPa for copper silver.This leads to n nonlinear constraints.� The temperature in the conductor cannot exceed 650:0K. This requirementadds one nonlinear constraint.� The time to peak �eld must exceed some designer-supplied minimum, rangingfrom 0:0ms to 20:0ms. This requirement adds one nonlinear constraint.Currently the variables and their typical bounds are the following:� the magnet height, [50:0mm ; 200:0mm]� the thickness of the reinforcement sublayers, [0:1mm ; 10:0mm]



IMPLICIT FILTERING 16� the voltage across the capacitor [5:0kV; 10:0kV].For an n-layer magnet, this leads to n+ 2 variables.Some �xed parameters and typical values for them are the following:� the capacitance (30:0mF)� the wire dimensions (4:0mm wide by 6:0mm high)� conductor materials{ copper{ glidcop (copper doped with aluminum oxide){ copper silver� reinforcement materials{ glass �ber{ carbon �ber{ steel (for the shell)� resistance of the crowbar resistor (0:25
).The mathematical formulation of the pulsed magnet optimization problem is givenin (2.7). Minimize �B(x); x 2 Q = fx j li � xi � uigSubject to gi(x) � bi; i = 1; : : : ;m(2.7)In (2.7), Q represents the hyper-box de�ned by the variable constraints and the gi arethe various nonlinear constraints. Using quadratic penalty functions [6], we reformulate(2.7) into a problem that IFFCO can solve. This formulation is given in (2.8).Minimize fk(x); k = 1; : : :K; x 2 Q = fx j li � xi � uigfk(x) = �B(x) + rkPmi=1 �i �gi(x)�bi+jgi(x)�bij2 �2(2.8)The rk in (2.8) satisfy rk �!1 as k �!1:For small k, rk is small and the e�ect of the nonlinear constraints is small near thefeasible region. For large k, rk is also large and the constraints dominate the calculationoutside of the feasible region. Note that for a point in the feasible region, the constraintshave no e�ect on the calculation of the merit function. A typical sequence frkg isf1; 2; 5; 10; 17; 26; 37; 50; 65; 82; 100g.2.2.3. Conclusions. The problems that arise in pulsed magnet design optimiza-tion are discontinuous, have many local minima, and are also expensive to solve. Anoptimization code designed for smooth problems, LANCELOT, [2], was applied to anearlier version of the pulsed magnet design problem. In general, LANCELOT wasunable to converge to an acceptable solution. This is not surprising given the disconti-nuities and local minima of the merit function. We also tested IFFCO in \noise-free"



IMPLICIT FILTERING 17mode, setting the scale to a small value, and also failed to �nd an acceptable solution.In this mode IFFCO is a a �nite di�erence projected SR1 code [7], [8]. The failureof LANCELOT and IFFCO when used in noise-free mode indicates that the currentformulation of the pulsed magnet problem is one of global optimization. Figure [2.6]shows the merit function with rk = 5:0 of a four-layer magnet, plotted over a two-dimensional subplane of the hyper-box. The heavy black dot indicates the �nal iterateof the optimization using IFFCO.As mentioned earlier, the function evaluations are fairly expensive. A typical evalu-ation takes approximately 10 seconds of CPU time on a dedicated IBM RISC 6000 580.Because of the expensive function evaluations, a fast global optimization code is critical.IFFCO has been very successful in solving these problems and usually converges to apoint within the feasible region that has a high �eld value, relative to both existingmagnet designs and typical �eld values within the hyper-box. A typical optimizationtakes about 6000 function evaluations (overnight on a RISC 6000 580).The optimization software has produced a number of high-�eld pulsed magnet de-signs which are currently undergoing experimental analysis.
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